
You are to animate a character in a slight 3/4 front view, using the given first key pose as a
reference. The character is to anticipate down and then jump up into the air. The character then
lands on the ground and recovers back into the first key pose and then pauses for 2 seconds, then
jumps again.

You should animate the jump as a straight up and down. Donʼt add any excentric moves to the
basic action. The character should not spin or flip. Shoot the animation as a line test showing 5
cycles. Submit as an .avi for grading. Be sure to label the file with your last name first and first
name last, like this: lemaybrian.avi (but you would use your own name of course).

Deadline
Beginning of class - Week 3, 2nd semester (2 weeks)

The animation must show appropriate squash and stretch, realistic timing, proper slo-in and
slo-out on the arms, leg movements, torque, tilt, and twist in the pelvis and shoulders (if any) as
per in-class lecture demonstration. Character must appear to have realistic weight on a proper
one point perspective plane with horizon line at chest level when the character is standing.

Animation drawings completed?

yes no

Feedback Comments

/100

/10%

Grade to Date: _____/100

brian
Sticky Note
If you want the character to go up, they must anticipate down.  How much you anticipate depends on how big/high the jump is.  

This is kinda a "gimme grade", I mean who isn't going to have the character anticipate, right?

Basically the anticipation must be appropriate for the jump.  So, 4/4 means: it's correct and appropriate and good.
3/4 means: not quite, but almost.
2/4 means: not very good.  It's there, but something is wrong.
1/4 means: it's really bad or practically non-existant.
0/4 means: what the heck were you thinking??

brian
Sticky Note
For all the assignments in 2nd semester, you must complete everything.  If the assignment was to draw 4 circles on a piece of paper and each circle was worth 25% and you only draw 2 circles, your best grade can only be 50%.  The same is true with these assignments.  I will give you a comfortable drawing range number and you need to be within it.For this assignment it's between 40 and 48.  If you only do 20 drawings total, you're missing between 50 - 60% so your starting grade will be between 50 and 40%.If it looks like there's not enough, I will count the drawings and write the number down here.

brian
Sticky Note
Here's where I'll write notes for myself for when we review your assignment on the computer.

Be sure to bring a sheet of paper or notebook to take notes.

brian
Sticky Note
Does the character jump?

I hope so.  That's what this assignment is all about.

Some people actually hand in a tiny little jump which is not enough.  Get the character off the ground so their feet go up to at least the middle of their thighs. (This is another one of those "gimme grades".

brian
Sticky Note
This has more to do with the amount of impact squish you put into the key pose.  Is it appropriate for the height they jumped?

brian
Sticky Note
This is the up and down "bouncy action" that the character's body does after the landing.  It included the legs being the primary "shock absorbers", the spine rolling up and then going into the seaweed action, the overlapping action of the arms, hands and head.

There should be a minimum of 3 recovery bounces (using descending energy) from the low impact point.  For every bounce missing you lose a point as well as any missing inbetweens. (There should be about 18 drawings to successfully show a good recovery out of this action.)

brian
Sticky Note
The character must maintain their overall proportions throughout the assignment aside from the stretch and squash positions which you can exaggerate a bit.

Legs and arms must remain the same lengths and volumes as well.

brian
Sticky Note
Be sure your poses reflect the type of action you want to have take place.

Did you act out the action yourself or watch someone else do it?

Can you make the poses stronger or more extreme?  Was this the best you could have done?

brian
Sticky Note
Is the action timed properly?  It's not too fast and not too slow.

When you shoot your keys and breakdowns be sure to time it out properly with the correct number of frames for each drawing to allow for inbetweens later.  Do not use the "default" 2, 3 or 4 frames per drawing unless you actually have one or less inbetweens there.

It must be timed or I cannot review the pencil test.

brian
Sticky Note
Is there the proper type and amount of anticipation for the jump you have animated.  This grade will be similar to the required actions anticipation grade but in grey scale.

brian
Sticky Note
The actual jumping action is up to you.  Is it convincing and appropriate?

brian
Sticky Note
This is the recovery section.  Is it appropriate?  This grade will be similar to the required actions grade but in grey scale form.

brian
Sticky Note
Not everything happens at the same time.  This is an excellent assignment for showing overlapping action in the anticipation down, the thrust up, and the recovery.

There's nothing stiff about this assignment.

brian
Sticky Note
Does it look like gravity is acting upon the character pulling them back down to the ground with the appropriate velocity?

Does the character appear to be weightless and floating?

brian
Sticky Note
This is the more obvious interpretation of the word "balance".  The character must appear to be properly balanced throughout the assignment.  Make sure there is proper weight distribution when the character bends down and over.  Don't have the character jump forward or backwards into the air and then return to the original start point on the ground.  They must jump straight up and down.  This is just like the perpetual ball bounce assignment.

brian
Sticky Note
Here's where I start to let you know what your overall average is to date.  I take everything that you've done so far: Walk Cycle, Crazy Walk Cycle and this assignment and average it out by dividing the number by 3.

If you got 60% on the walk cycle, 80% on the crazy walk and 55% on this one, you would have: 195% ÷ 3 = 65%
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